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Abstract

Aim: It is useful for a clinician to have a working knowledge of this science and hence this article reviews the essentials of pharmacoepidemiology for the practicing clinician.

Methods: This article is a compilation of information and examples from textbooks, guidelines, and various published articles and some real life examples to make it understandable.

Results: This article discusses various types of pharmacoepidemiology study designs, their merits/demerits, growing importance of databases in research and methodological issues involved in pharmacoepidemiology.

Conclusion: This article will sensitize clinicians regarding the importance of pharmacoepidemiology in their routine practice.

Copyright © 2015, INDIACLEN. Publishing Services by Reed Elsevier India Pvt Ltd. All rights reserved.

“A desire to take medicine is, perhaps, the great feature, which distinguishes man from other animals.”

Sir William Osler, 1891

Perhaps it is this desire (or need) to take medicines that led to the development of the science of clinical pharmacology, which studies the use of medicines in man. As the population, complexity of diseases and the medicines developed to manage these pathologies burgeoned, the branch of pharmacoepidemiology (PE) – the study of the use of and the effects of drugs in large numbers of people evolved.

Traditionally, this branch developed because of the increasing need to generate data on the safety of a medicine after it had been marketed. During the clinical development (preclinical studies, phase I, II and phase III studies) of a drug, its efficacy and safety is evaluated under tightly controlled conditions in a relatively small number of people. Thus, a large amount of information about the safety of a drug really emerges only in the post-marketing phase, as more and more individuals are exposed to the drug. Additionally, once a product is marketed, there is not only a large increase in the number of patients exposed to the molecule, but it is now patients having co-morbid conditions and those being treated with concomitant medical products that receive the medicine. Therefore, conducting post-marketing PE studies generate very crucial data that allows for an ongoing risk assessment and characterization of a product’s risk profile. Further, informed decisions on risk minimization can be made. Today almost 3–4% of drugs are withdrawn after marketing due to altered safety data that emerges through pharmacoepidemiology studies.

Typical examples of PE data supporting...
drug withdrawals post-marketing include thalidomide, rimo-
nabant and rosiglitazone.\textsuperscript{5–7}

Similarly, in the clinical development phase, it is not
possible to assess the “effectiveness” (as against efficacy
which is measured in randomized controlled trials) of a drug
in “the real world”, as well as its place in the health care
system.\textsuperscript{4,5} The science of Pharmacoepidemiology helps in
generation of this type of data.

Pharmacoepidemiology (PE) comprises of two words
‘pharmac’ and ‘epidemiology’ and encompasses aspects of
both clinical pharmacology and epidemiology. Formally, ”PE
is the study of the use and effects/side-effects of drugs in large
numbers of people with the purpose of supporting rational
and cost-effective drug use in the population thereby improving
health outcomes.”\textsuperscript{7} The data obtained from PE studies guide
decisions for national/international guideline generation, at
health care facility level, as well as the individual patient level.
Pharmacoepidemiology deals with several facts of drug
research, including the utilization, benefits, and risks of drugs.
It is useful for a clinician to have a working knowledge of this
science and hence this article reviews the essentials of phar-
macoepidemiology for the practicing clinician.

1. Study designs for
pharmacoepidemiological studies

As in all clinical research study designs, PE studies are broadly
of two types, namely experimental and observational
studies.\textsuperscript{10,11} While experimental studies randomize patients to
either the treatment or the control group, observational studies
observe patients either on or not on the treatment of interest to
find out the association between exposure and disease.\textsuperscript{12}

When an exposure and outcome is to be studied in special
cases and it is unethical to do randomization, observational
studies are more suitable, e.g. effect of a drug in pregnant
women or to prove whether exposure to a drug leads to cancer.
Observational studies are further classified into descriptive and
analytical studies. Analysis of secular trends is an example of
descriptive observational studies while cross-sectional, cohort
and case–control studies are classified as analytical observa-
tional studies.\textsuperscript{13} Observational studies are operationally sim-
ple, shorter in time duration and less costly as compared to
experimental studies. Observational studies are useful to prove
the effectiveness of drugs at times, for example, the pivotal
study conducted on 30,569 patients in Canada that assessed the
effect of corticosteroids in asthma, which showed 21% less
mortality in the patients who were given corticosteroids.\textsuperscript{13}

2. Case reports/series

While a case report is an event seen in a single patient, a case
series describes all the patients who had the same exposure
and had a similar outcome.\textsuperscript{10} Although it is data only from one
(in a case report) or a few (in a case series) patients, and cannot
provide a causal association between exposure and the event
with any degree of certainty, often such case reports/series
can help generate a hypothesis which can then be put to test
with rigorous designs in a larger population. These are
epidemiological tools used for the purpose. The case series
describing valvular heart disease in 24 young (otherwise
healthy) women (along with pulmonary hypertension in 8 of
them) while taking Phentermine–Fenfluramine combination
for weight reduction changed the medical practice instanta-
aneously and also led to regulatory decisions.\textsuperscript{14}

3. Observational study designs

3.1. Analysis of secular trends

"Analyses of secular trends" examine trends in disease events
over time or across different geographical locations and
correlate them with trends in putative exposures, such as
rates of drug utilization. The unit of observation is a subgroup
of a population rather than individuals. These are also called
"ecological studies", e.g. a study of the sale of NSAIDs over a
particular period of time and death due to major bleeding.\textsuperscript{5}

3.2. Case control studies

Case control studies, are retrospective in nature, and are the
common first approach to test causal hypothesis. The case
control study has following distinct features: a). Both exposure
and outcome should have occurred before the start of the study
b). The study proceeds from effect to cause and c). Control
group is always needed to support or refute an inference.\textsuperscript{12} Case
case control studies compare cases with controls with respect to
exposure and are useful to study multiple outcomes of a single
disease. They are easier to perform and logically more feasible.\textsuperscript{15} Case control studies do not give direct association
between the exposure and outcome, rather only an “odds ratio”
(An odds ratio (OR) is a measure of association between an
exposure and an outcome).\textsuperscript{16} That is, at the end of the study the
odds of getting the outcome with the exposure can be pre-
dicted. For example, Weil J et al (2000)\textsuperscript{17} studied the records of
1121 patients hospitalized for bleeding peptic ulcer and 989
controls from the population to study the risk factors for this
condition with a focus on the association with the use of drugs.
They found the adjusted (adjusted for the multiple exposures
that would influence the same outcome) odds ratio and 95%
confidence interval (CI) of having peptic ulcer bleeding were 3.6
[2.9–4.5] for NSAIDs, 2.7 [1.3, 4.5] for corticosteroids, 7.8 [2.8,
21.5] for warfarin. Additionally, they also found a significant
interaction (effect modification) between simultaneous
NSAIDs and corticosteroids use (Odds ratio; 9.0 [4.9, 10.2]).\textsuperscript{17}

3.3. Cohort studies

A cohort consists of a group of people with the same charac-
teristics, having had the same “exposure” (in the case of PE
studies, this is usually a drug) that is followed over time to
determine the occurrence of an outcome.\textsuperscript{12} The comparator
group may be the general population from which the cohort is
drawn, or it may be another cohort of persons thought to have
had little or no exposure to the drug under investigation, but
otherwise similar.\textsuperscript{15} Alternatively, subgroups within the cohort
can be compared with each other. Cohort studies could be
prospective or retrospective.\textsuperscript{15} In contrast to case control studies
(which, as we saw earlier, predict the Odds Ratio) cohort studies give Relative Risk and Attributable Risk. The Relative Risk is the ratio of the probability of the outcome occurring (for example, developing a disease or being injured) in an exposed group to the probability of the outcome occurring in a comparable group not exposed to the drug. Attributable risk is the difference in the rate of occurrence of the outcome in an exposed population and an unexposed population and indicates to what extent the disease under study can be attributed to the exposure.

As against case-control studies, in cohort studies, multiple and rare outcomes can be studied. However, cohort studies are lengthy, operationally more difficult and costly. A classic cohort study was the “The Royal College of General Practitioners Oral Contraception Study” which followed 46,000 women who were using oral contraceptive (OC) and an equal number of women who were not taking OCs chosen from the same British general practices for 25 years. They found that for the entire period of follow-up the risk of death from all causes was similar in ever users and never users of oral contraceptives (relative risk = 1.0, 95% confidence interval [0.9, 1.1]) and the risk of death for most specific causes did not differ significantly in the two groups. However, among current and recent (within 10 years) users the relative risk of death from ovarian cancer was 0.2 (95% CI [0.1, 0.8]), from cervical cancer 2.5 (95% CI [1.1, 6.1]), and from cerebrovascular disease 1.9 (95% CI [1.2, 3.1]). By contrast, for women who had stopped use ≥10 years previously there were no significant excesses or deficits either overall or for any specific cause of death.\(^{19,20}\)

Stampfer MJ et al (1991)\(^ {21}\) followed 48,470 postmenopausal women, who had previously participated in the Nurses’ Health Study, aged between 30 and 63 years, and who did not have a history of cancer or cardiovascular disease at baseline. During up to 10 years of follow-up (337, 854 person–years), they found incidents of 224 strokes, 405 cases of major coronary disease (nonfatal myocardial infarctions or deaths from coronary causes), and 1263 deaths from all causes. They found that after adjustment for age and other risk factors, the overall relative risk of major coronary disease in women currently taking estrogen was 0.56 (95% CI [0.40, 0.80]) and the risk was significantly reduced among women with either natural or surgical menopause.\(^ {21}\) These examples illustrate how PE studies assist in forming evidence-based drug use guidelines.

4. Interventional study designs

4.1. Randomized controlled trials in pharmacoepidemiology

The randomized controlled trial (RCT) is the gold standard used to demonstrate the effectiveness of a new medicine mainly because such a study design provides unbiased estimates of effect. Although primarily used to study efficacy, this study design can also be used to get unbiased estimate of the risk of adverse outcomes. For example, the risk of rare adverse effects with ibuprofen suspension was compared to paracetamol in a randomized trial involving nearly 84,000 children with a febrile illness. No difference was found. Randomization effectively controlled for confounding, including confounding by indication.\(^ 5\) Another example of a randomized controlled pharmacoepidemiological study is the Woman’s Health Initiative trial conducted between 1993 and 1998 on 16,608 postmenopausal women. This study concluded that estrogen replacement therapy does not prevent development of coronary heart diseases in the postmenopausal women.\(^ {22}\)

RCTs are expensive and due to the tightly controlled environment tend not to reflect a “real world” scenario. Although they remain the gold standard they are used in pharmacoepidemiology mainly for supplementary studies of drug efficacy.

5. Meta-analysis in pharmacoepidemiology

Meta-analysis is “the statistical analysis of a collection of analytic results for the purpose of integrating the findings.” Meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials is widely accepted as the highest level of evidence for efficacy in health care and is the backbone of evidence-based medicine.\(^ {23}\) Meta-analysis needs to be used carefully as it is limited by the quality of the original studies (including, for example, design flaws, publication bias and heterogeneity between the studies). It is only the need to make the most efficient use of existing data instead of embarking on a large study that overwhelms the limitations.

In PE, a meta-analysis is especially useful for the study of uncommon adverse reactions, well illustrated by meta-analyses done to confirm the association of NSAIDs use with excess risk of gastrointestinal side effects\(^ {24}\) or describe the range of relative risks for particular NSAIDs and explore the extent to which differences in toxicity could be related to different doses, or to different susceptibility among patients receiving the various drugs.\(^ {25}\) Subgroup analysis is also possible with meta-analysis, illustrated well by the paper from Zhou Y et al (2008)\(^ {26}\) which evaluated the association between green tea consumption and risk of gastric cancer. Individual studies had shown variable results (the population-based studies showed a minor inverse association between green tea consumption and risk of gastric cancer (OR = 0.68, 95% C.I. [0.49, 0.90]) while no associations were noted with hospital based case control studies (OR = 1.12, 95% C.I. [0.70, 1.77]) or cohort studies (OR = 1.56, 95% C.I. [0.93, 2.60]). The meta-analysis synthesized data from 14 epidemiological studies, with a total number of 6123 gastric cancer cases and 1,34,006 controls and the combined results showed that green tea consumption was not associated with the risk of gastric cancer (OR = 0.98, 95% C.I. = [0.77,1.24]). The power to look within subgroups was only available within the context of the meta-analysis, not within any of the individual studies.\(^ {26}\)

Meta-analysis is also useful to assess the effectiveness of existing therapies for new indications, differential effects among subgroups of patients, selection from among several alternative therapies, as well as shortening the time between a medical research finding and the clinical implementation of a new therapy.\(^ 3\)

6. Drug utilization studies (DUS)

Initially PE studies focused on drug safety. However, as awareness that clinical trials conducted during drug
development were not adequate to generate all information about a new drug, the focus shifted to studying health outcomes of drug use in patients after the drug was marketed. Drug utilization studies (DUS) have therefore become increasingly popular. This concept was developed at the WHO in 1977 to describe investigations into “the marketing, distribution, prescription, and use of drugs in a society, with special emphasis on the resulting medical, social and economic consequences”.27

DUS are useful to estimate the number of patients exposed to specific drugs within a given time period. The prevalence (all drug users, regardless of when they started to use the drug) or incidence (only patients who started to use the drug within the selected period) can be calculated, the extent of use (including for example use of alternative medicines) at a point in time and/or in a certain area (e.g. in a country, region, community or hospital) can be measured and more importantly used to monitor facilities and even to compare facilities across countries.28 DUS can also be used to estimate the extent of rational drug use, and extent of compliance to guidelines. For example, a systematic review of DUS conducted across different levels of hospitals and geographical areas in China found antibiotic utilization to be as high as 50% in the outpatient setting.29 Similar drug utilization studies conducted in India have reported a very high consumption of antibiotics in both public and private sector outpatients, including a high use of broad spectrum and newer antibiotics.30 Suitable and sustainable interventions can be designed and implemented to promote rational use of antibiotics based on such DUS to assist in decreasing the menace of antibiotic resistance.

7. Molecular pharmacoepidemiology

An area of PE that has greatly developed with burgeoning technological advances has been that of molecular pharmacoepidemiology which focuses on the effects of genetics on clinical outcomes from medication use. While pharmacogenetics is a term predominantly applied to the study of candidate gene variability leading to differences in patients’ responses to drugs, the term pharmacogenomics (sometimes used synonymously) refers to a genome-wide approach which simultaneously consider data about thousands of genotypes in drug discovery and development, as well as responses in gene expression to existing medications. Molecular pharmacoepidemiology answers questions related to the population prevalence of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and other genetic variants; effects of these SNPs on disease outcomes; what is the impact of gene—drug and gene—gene interactions on disease risk; evaluating the usefulness and impact of genetic tests in populations exposed, or to be exposed, to drugs.4

8. Databases used in pharmacoepidemiological research

Usually case reports/case series generate hypotheses — in pharmacoepidemiology programmes these come through spontaneous reporting systems. Ideally to test these hypotheses cohort or case-controlled studies need to be conducted. When the incidence of an adverse effect is 3 per 10,000 or greater cohort or case control studies must include at least 10,000 individuals to be 95% certain of observing at least one case of any adverse effect. A study of this size is expensive, difficult to perform and may take too long for addressing serious regulatory, commercial, and/or public health crises. Of late therefore computerized databases containing medical care data, the “automated databases,” have become popular as potential data sources for pharmacoepidemiology studies.

An ideal database should include inpatient and outpatient records as well those from emergency care and mental health care, all laboratory and radiological tests, and all prescribed and over-the-counter medications, as well as alternative therapies. Further, the database should cover a population large and stable enough to permit discovery of rare events for the drug under study.

Various primary databases like administrative and billing systems used by pharmacies or insurance companies, electronic medical records (more important) and databases for spontaneous reporting system for adverse events are examples of automated databases. The use of databases as primary source of data is a trend that promises to grow in the coming future.4,31 Olanzapine and risperidone as a causative agent for the diabetes have been proven by a case control study using general practice research database in United Kingdom.32

9. Pharmacovigilance

Pharmacoepidemiology developed primarily because of the increasing need to generate data on the safety of a medicine after it had been marketed and Pharmacovigilance programmes use a host of specific methods (apart from those described above, which are used as well) to garner data, all of which are not described in detail here for want of space. These include, for example, Spontaneous reporting, Stimulated reporting, Prescription Event Monitoring, Active surveillance including focused pharmacovigilance and Registries.33,34

10. Pharmacoepidemiology and pharmacokinetics

The pharmacokinetics (which is the science that describes the time course of the absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion of drugs within the body) plays a very important role in determining the variability of drug effects. Essentially, pharmacokinetics determines the concentration of drug at its active site, which in turn influences the action of the drug.35 Many factors influence the pharmacokinetics of a drug including its physico—chemical properties, dose age, health conditions, concomitant medications, genetic makeup,36 all of which will influence the response to the drug. Sometimes, pharmacokinetic studies are conducted to determine whether pharmacokinetic variability can put patients to an increased risk of adverse events. An important goal of pharmacoepidemiology is to use population research methods to characterize factors that influence individual drug response.4 Combining pharmacoepidemiology with population pharmacokinetics and the use of pharmacodynamics help in
determining the magnitude of variability in pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics to optimize the therapeutic response to any drug post-marketing.

11. Role of pharmacoeconomics in pharmacoepidemiology

Pharmacoeconomics is the branch of health economics concerned with the evaluation of pharmaceutical products in terms of their value for money. Ideally economic evaluations should be incorporated in the clinical trial protocol in all the phases of clinical development. In general, a treatment that costs less but is more effective (and rarely a drug which may cost more but has many clinical benefits) is adopted in treatment plans on the basis of its cost-effectiveness, cost-benefit analysis or favorable incremental cost. Pharmacoeconomics in combination with pharmacoepidemiology can provide a framework to address cost-benefit issues along with risk benefit assessment in drug use policy development. Similarly, pharmacoeconomics could benefit from the robust methods of estimation used in epidemiological research as part of evaluation studies. A closer working relationship between both the disciplines could allow for economic assessment to be made earlier in the product cycle, which could bring benefits to society in terms of making cost-effective products available in the market early and offer them a clear value for money. However, one should keep in mind that pharmacoeconomic analysis is only one of the components of decision-making process, which can only substitute the current risk benefit assessment approach.5,37

12. Applications of pharmacoepidemiological (PE) studies

PE studies are useful to take regulatory decisions and are often required by regulatory agencies to answer specific queries. PE studies support market penetration by documenting the safety of the drug and protect the drug from “accusations” about adverse effects. They also support marketing strategies to increase name recognition and assist in repositioning the drug (e.g., quality-of-life and economic advantages, effects in special populations, or study of new indications). PE studies are performed in anticipation of future product liability litigation.

13. Challenges in pharmacoepidemiology and newer approaches

The major challenge in PE studies is to make the data more rich and robust so that decisions are evidence-based. The need for rapid data access and analysis (for urgent safety issues), statistical power, dealing with bias and confounding, obtaining data from sectors of the health market where currently they are lacking, and consent and confidentiality (protecting the individual but not at the expense of harming the public) form some of the immediate challenges that must be addressed for improving the quality and usefulness of PE studies.

Methods that reduce the probability of confounding by indication and immortal time bias, the two major challenges with PE studies need to be found. Thus, nested case control studies, case–cohort design, within subject designs like case cross over design, case–time control designs and Drug database designs are being developed to meet newer challenges.38 Besides these methodological challenges, there are logistic challenges to implement pharmacoepidemiology studies in developing countries. Chief amongst these are underdeveloped spontaneous reporting system, selective reporting of adverse drug reactions due to spurious and counterfeit drugs and lack of automated databases. It is likely that the monitoring of populations with different patterns of morbidity and nutritional status will reveal different types of adverse reactions than what are already known for population in the developed countries even with the already approved drugs. However, challenge lies in implementing pharmacoepidemiological methods in the developing countries which will address the influence of alternative medicines, combined administration of drugs and the unexpected failure of efficacy because of spurious, adulterated or counterfeit medicines.4

14. Future of pharmacoepidemiology

Pharmacoepidemiology has started to grow and will flourish in future within academia, industry and government. This will be facilitated by methodological advances as well as integration of risk management programs and pharmacogenetics with pharmacoepidemiology.39 The areas which need to be explored are drug utilization review, hospital pharmacoepidemiology, pharmacoeconomics, medication adherence, patient safety, and intermediate surrogate markers will empower the decision making process.40 Although the future pharmacoepidemiological research will be dominated by automated computer databases, traditional methods will also be important and both can complement each other.
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